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Study Committee Essential Questions: 

3/4/15 

From VT Education Secretary Rebecca Holcombe and Agency of Education: 

Has your budget failed on the first try in the last two years? 

Do you have declining enrollments? 

Have you had significant or recurring turnover in leadership? 

Are you offering your students less today than you did ten years ago? Could you be offering more or 
better? 

When you discuss your budget are you talking what programs to trim, rather than how to improve 
opportunities for children? 

From the Vermont School Boards Association: 

Upon changing to a Regional Education District (RED), how could we effectively provide or expand our 
educational offerings? 

Upon changing to RED, would we be able to more responsibly employ, retain and deploy our personnel? 

Upon changing to a RED, in what ways could we better address educational inequities within our 
jurisdiction(s)? 

Upon changing to a RED, what specific resources previously expended on governance functions could be 
re-directed educational purposes? Would address this relative to school administration as well. 

Upon changing to a RED how could we be more efficiently structured for (and accessible to) students 
and citizens? 

Upon changing to a RED, in what specific ways could the important work of school governance and 
administration be more personally and professionally rewarding for purposes of sustained leadership? 

Upon changing to a RED, in what precise ways can we demonstrate proper stewardship in maximizing 
our available resources? 

 

From the Study Committee: 

1. Choice: What would be the thinking? What would be the approach in light of current practices 
and recent legislation?  

2. What data is available relative that addresses cost savings from other merger situations? 
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3. Would hearing from a demographer be helpful in our deliberations? It might be useful to know 

what the future outlook is for the growth of our region in terms of school-age children and 

families, not to mention other factors that might have an impact on tax revenues, grand list, etc. 

4. What are the inequities in Junction/Town/Westford? Can we identify them and connect how a 

merger might improve? 

5. What are the benefits for educators? This is an important group! Having them in our corner, 

depending on the final recommendation, could be helpful given their influence on parents, etc. 

6. We assume that "curriculum alignment" would be a benefit to students in a merged system. 

How can we illustrate the impact of this? 

7. What are the implications of moving to a merged governance system vs. how each community 

handles it now (tax authority, appointment, etc.)? 

8. How and where does the recreation department fit into a merged system? Does it need to? 

9. How would transportation/busing be handled in a merged system? 

10. Many members of the community want to know: "What's the bottom line? What does this 

mean for my property taxes?" Even if it's not a driving factor, being able to address this question 

is key. 

11. What is the post-mortem from the 2007 unified union effort? What lessons can we learn from 

that experience that we can carry forward (so as not to repeat past mistakes!). 

12. Are there existing efficiences and alignments between the districts now that we can build upon 

or use as examples of success or potential in a merged system? 

13. What are the pros and cons of how the Town Schools manage policy governance compared to 

how CCSU manages governance? 

14. Can the EJRP Department still be managed by the RED District?  How much money and time to 

separate EJRP from CCSU?  Will the cost to do this come from the RED District (incentive funds) 

or by Essex Junction Municipal Taxpayers?  

15. Chris mentioned if one district retains choice, then choice must be available for all districts 

joining the RED.  Does it follow then that if one district has a transportation system another 

district cannot remain a walking district?   

16. Would a RED district be allowed to grandfather choice for Westford  for only the current 

students enrolled in a different high school ?   

17. If Westford does not vote to join the RED, does that mean they can still remain as a separate 
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board and be a part of the Unified District?   

18. When the various schools are required to report data to the state regarding outcomes or other 

measures, how is this reporting accomplished currently?  How would this reporting change after 

a merger, and would this change support more timely, accurate, and consistent reporting? 

 

19. Would a merged district be more attractive to top candidates for leadership positions (e.g. 
principal), and what particular features of a merged district might be more (or less) appealing 
for potential candidates? 

 

20. Are there faculty members with specialized domain knowledge or skills that work in one district 
currently, who might be able to broaden the number of children they serve following a merger?  
Although this change would seem to benefit students, how would the faculty members working 
across multiple schools be supported and empowered to do their jobs?  Relatedly, would 
curricular offerings/opportunities expand following a merger? 

 

21. In what very specific ways could a merger enhance professional development opportunities for 
teachers?   

 

22. The number of children diagnosed with developmental disabilities is increasing.  Is there a way 
to provide specialized classrooms (with sensory equipment, etc.) that could be shared following 
a merger?   

 

23. How would transportation issues be addressed following a merger?  Currently, the EJ school 
district is a “walking district.”  Would this be altered in any way after a merger? 

 

24. In what ways (if any) would a merged district change how parents and other stakeholders make 
inquiries and air grievances to administration? 

 

25. Would a merger make it easier to attract and retain quality substitute teachers and school 
volunteers?   
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26. Are there data to show that students from the various districts are comparably prepared upon 
entering the high school?  In what ways (if any) could a merger address differences in 
performance?   

 

27. In what ways could a merger better support the needs of refugee populations? 
 


